Before You Start Your Submission

• Know the number and order of authors.
• Proofread abstract: Authors should review and edit abstracts thoroughly before submitting. All co-authors must be added before the abstract submission deadline. APS will only correct mistakes and misspellings in the author’s name or affiliation.
• Check abstract length (contributed abstract length < 1,300).
• Note sorting category or focus topic.
• Choose RTF (MS Word) or LaTeX format.
• Become an APS member – only members of APS can submit an abstract. Join now!

APS Policies

Multiple Submissions

• Authors of contributed abstracts are limited to one abstract (oral or Poster) as the first author.
• The first author should always be the presenting author.
• If more than one contributed abstract is submitted with the same first author, one abstract will be placed in a regular session. Other abstracts may be rejected at the organizers’ discretion.
• Invited speakers may submit one contributed abstract as the first author and their invited abstract.
• Abstracts in the education categories do not count against the one abstract limit.
• Speakers in mini-symposia or focus sessions may not submit contributed abstracts as first authors in addition to their mini-symposium or focus session abstract.

APS reserves the right to reject or alter abstracts based on, but not limited to, the following criteria:

• Abstracts do not comply with style guidelines, including excessive length (contributed abstract length < 1,300).
• Abstracts contain inappropriate content.